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You Can Do This!

PLANNING PARTY CHECKLISTThis workbook has the power to 

provide a fresh perspective on your 

scrapbooking. With all-new questions for your 

2023 planning, we’ve distilled 14 years of Simple 

Scrapper wisdom into these helpful activities.

The pages here are designed to be used in 

connection with the Plan Your Year: Parts 1 and 

2 workshops. Instructions are provided, but 

additional context and examples from the live 

events will help you use the workbook well.

As we move through the experience, do keep in 

mind this is just the beginning. The workbook is 

a starting point. You can print out the workbook 

pages again or change your responses in the PDF 

as you gain new information about yourself and 

opportunities in the creative community.

Keep an open mind.

Trust the process.

Don’t forget your colored pencils.

Attend “Plan Your Year: Part 1” on 

November 13 or watch recording.

Complete pages 4-7 of this 

workbook.

Give yourself a few days to marinate 

on your initial thoughts.

Attend “Plan Your Year: Part 2” on 

November 17 or watch recording.

Complete pages 9-11 of your 

workbook.

Keep page 11 of your workbook in a 

visible place throughout the year.

Whether you’re following along live or 

completing this workbook well into the 

future, we’re happy to guide you step by 

step with this checklist.

https://www.simplescrapper.com/
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Plan Your Year: Part 1 Notes
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Just Let Go

Our planning process is based on 

iteration and helping priorities to 

surface. Start by completing the following 

activities, not worrying about the next steps.

Just jot down what comes to mind when 

you think about the prompt below. 

Check off the phrases below that reflect 

what’s working well in your hobby. The 

remaining phrases can offer hints as 

to what areas of your hobby may need 

attention or improvement.

HOW’S IT GOING?

GUT REACTIONS

What’s on your mind right now when it 
comes to scrapbooking?

photo organization

workflow

album storage

accountability

supply organization

design

workspace organization

digital/hybrid skills

choosing supplies

tracking ideas

motivation

shopping

storytelling

journaling

finishing

finding time

consistency

photo editingusing stash

cohesive albums project planning

taking classes

feeling caught up

cleaning upscanning

using kits

following sketches

mixed media stamping

embellishing layering papers habits

https://www.simplescrapper.com/
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Your Way Assessment
We’re going to assess your best path forward in our six Creative Journey themes. Rank each 

statement on a scale of 0 to 4 based on how much you identify with it.

HABITS

A. I consistently make time 

for my creative hobbies, 

including scrapbooking.

B. I am satisfied with how 

I lean on accountability to 

keep my projects moving.

C. I regularly clean up 

my physical or digital 

workspaces after finishing.

ORGANIZATION

A. I know where everything is. 

My scrapbook supplies and 

tools are easy to access. 

B. I put away new purchases 

quickly or have a system for 

using them next.

C. I regularly pare down my 

stash of supplies, so that it 

doesn’t get out of control.

STORYTELLING

A. I add journaling and a date 

to all of my scrapbook pages 

and projects.

B. I consistently lean on 

products or prompts to 

inspire stories to document.

C. I regularly capture stories 

that go beyond the facts and 

include feelings.

This is Not Me at All
0 4

This is Me, 100%

https://www.simplescrapper.com/
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PHOTOS

A. I have a specific ‘home’ for 

my digital photos and they 

are backed up.

B. I know how to use my 

camera(s) well, including 

basic editing.

C. I have a plan for managing 

prints/negatives/slides as 

well as memorabilia.

PROJECTS

A. I regularly and consistently 

finish the projects I start.

B. I know which paper/digital/

hybrid scrapbook formats 

work best for me.

C. I am confident in making 

course corrections if a 

project is getting off track.

PLANNING

A. I regularly review my 

priorities and make 

adjustments as needed.

B. I have a Creative Hub and 

consistently use it to keep 

track of my projects.

C. I consciously leave space 

in my plans for new ideas 

and creative opportunities.

Your results explain one of the big reasons we focus on personalization and finding ‘your 

way.’ Every scrapbooker has a unique set of skills and interests. These eighteen core 

factors will help you understand who you are right now and where you might want to go in the future.

https://www.simplescrapper.com/
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Your Way Wheel
Using six colored pencils (one for each category), color in the sections of the wheel 

below based on your numeric responses on page 6. Each concentric circle represents the 

numeric response value. For example, color in the whole wedge if your response was a 4. For each 

theme, note how the three vertical subdivisions correspond to the three questions. 
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Plan Your Year: Part 2 Notes
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The SIFT Method
Review your wheel. Pay attention to the visual differences between categories as well as 

the differences between the questions within each category. In the boxes below, use the 

observations to jot down scrapbooking-related projects, desires, goals, and objectives you would like 

to consider. The four categories of the SIFT method will help you brainstorm ideas.

FINISH TRY

IMPROVESTART

DURING THE NEXT 12 MONTHS, I’D LIKE TO...

https://www.simplescrapper.com/
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How to Make Your Plan

PLANNING CHECKLISTEffective and realistic planning 

considers the context of your wants, 

needs, and circumstances. You’ll use the 

brainstorming completed thus far to proceed 

through the checklist on the right.

This activity will help you understand when your 

plate is full and when it is more spacious. Try not 

to be discouraged when you discover you can’t do 

it all. Use that knowledge to refine your plan with 

even better choices!

It is not essential to align your calendar year plans 

with the themes of our Creative Journeys, each labeled 

as “Bonus Theme” on page 11. They exist to contain our 

programming and as a filter for you to make choices.

Look at your personal calendar. Add 

vacations, weddings, or other big 

events to your 2023 Plan on page 11.

Think about the projects you do 

every year (at a specific time) or that 

are a ‘given.’ Add those to your plan.

Think about the projects you do 

all year long, during all or most 

months. Add those to your plan.

On page 9 (The SIFT Method), cross 

out any ‘like to’ items that now don’t 

feel realistic for next year.

Add your top three projects or 

activities from page 9 to your plan, 

if they haven’t already been added.

Add remaining items from page 9 

until your plan feels exciting, but 

not completely full.

These steps will help you build a calendar 

(2023 Plan, page 11) that’s both fun and 

realistic. Note the two-month sections.

*

https://www.simplescrapper.com/
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BONUS THEME: HABITS

January + February
BONUS THEME: ORGANIZATION

March + April

BONUS THEME: STORYTELLING

May + June
BONUS THEME: PHOTOS

July + August

BONUS THEME: PROJECTS

September + October
BONUS THEME: PLANNING

November + December

2023 Plan

https://www.simplescrapper.com/
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Post-Party Thoughts
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